
Unit 1. Lesson 4

1. Start Scratch 2. Start Creating

Lesson 4 - Mining On 
The Moon

Now that the moon buggy is working Tazz 
needs to collect the rocks that have been 
mined.

Add crates to your project and write some 
code so they can  be collected.

If you downloaded 
your moon buggy 
project to your 
computer:

1

3. Get Lesson 3 Code

File

New

Load from your  

Save to your co

Click File - Load from 
your computer.

If you saved your moon buggy project to a Scratch account:

Logon to your account. 
Click the My Stuff folder 
icon in the top right corner:

This project continues on from Lesson 3 - Moon Buggy

If you haven’t saved or completed the Moon Buggy project then go back to 
Lesson 3 and do it first.

See inside

My moon buggy (Max 4W).

My Space program (Max 4W).

UKSA

See inside
Find your moon buggy project then click 
See inside. 

Start your web browser then go to 
www.scratch.mit.edu

Click Create.

www.scratch.mit.edu
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5. Draw The Crate

6. Add The Rocks
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Draw one rock, then add some more until the crate is full of moon rocks.

Drag to create a rectangle shape.

4. Add A Crate of Rocks

Select the 
brush tool.

Click zoom in a 
couple of times.

Pick dark 
grey.

Hover 
over this 
button.

Move your 
mouse up to 
the brush icon 
then click it.

Paint
Convert to Bitmap

Click ‘Convert 
to Bitmap’.

Select the 
rectangle tool.

Choose 
outlined.
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100

67

Choose brown.

Use undo if you 
make a mistake.

67

1

57
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8. Rock Code

9. Test Your Code

7. Add A Variable
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Run this code when the green flag is clicked:

Set the number of crates collected to zero.

Increase the number of crates collected by one.

Move it to a random position on the screen.

Wait until sprite1 (the moon buggy) is touching the crate of rocks.

We need to make the crate disappear when the moon buggy collects it.

Click the Green flag to test your code.

The crate should jump to a new random place. The moon buggy should start to move. Use the arrow 
keys to guide it to the crate. When it reaches it the crate should disappear (as it has been loaded in 
to the moon buggy). The number of crates collected should changefrom 0 to 1.

Make sure the crate of rocks is visible.

Hide the crate of rocks as it has been collected by the buggy.

Click the Code tab.

We need to count the number of crates as they are collected. To do this we can make a place within 
our code called a variable. This is very like the way the score is stored in a game.

Click the Make a 
Variable button.

crates Type in crates

Click OK

Choose 
Variables.
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11. More Crates

12. Test Again

10. Shrink the Crate
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We need to make some more crates of rocks.  Scratch lets us do this by duplicating them.  This will 
also copy the code we have just added.

Right-Click the crate 
sprite in the Sprites pane.

Click duplicate.
Duplicate more crates.

Click the Green flag to test your code.

All the crates should start in a new random place on the screen. As you drive the buggy 
around each one should disappear as it is loaded on to the buggy. In the top left corner the 
count of crates collected should increase each time you pick one up.

Crates 1

We need to shrink the crate down to a more realistic size.

delete

Change the number 
in the size box to 
shrink the crate.

100Size

Above the icons, find the size box.

20Size

Try different values until 
the crate is slightly smaller 
than the moon buggy. 
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Experiment

Challenges

Save Your Project

Make the number of crates count downwards:

- Count up how many crates you have - for example 6.

- Alter the set crates block to start at the total number of crates (e.g. 6).

- Every time a crate is collected make the crates variable change by minus 1.

Count the number of rocks instead of the number of crates:

- In the data group right-click the crates variable and rename it to rocks. 

- Count up how many rocks you drew inside one of the crates - e.g. 25.

- Every time a crate is collected make the rocks variable go up by the number of rocks in 
each crate (e.g. 25).

If you are logged in click Save as a copy first.

Change the size and number of crates.

Change the name of your project in the top left corner.

Save or download your project.

- You will need to change the code on every crate.

- You will need to change the code on every crate.

Crates 1

Adjust the number in 
the size box to 
change the size.

20Size

Use duplicate to add 
a new crate, delete to 
remove a crate.
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